


Taco Be� fans, online!

 

Since 2018, Taco Be�’s Live MAS Productions has released six 

cinematic visual experiences tied to its fan-favorite menu 

item: Nacho Fries. Taco Be�’s #1 best-se�ing limited time o�er 

to date is set to return, and with it we’re revealing our first 

ever anime-inspired Fry Force campaign to match.

This latest story fo�ows a young woman named Rei who is 

the leader of Fry Force, an elite group that has kept 

Mexican-spice-loving monsters at bay so the world can enjoy 

Nacho Fries. She’s driven by the disa�earance of her brother 

and vows to protect the world and what it holds dear: 

Nacho Fries.

Perfectly crisped, coated in bold Mexican seasoning and 

served with a di�able side of warm nacho ch�se sauce, 

Nacho Fries are an otaku's (or dare we say ‘o-tacos’?!) dream 

for binging the latest anime production. This is the iconic 

menu item’s seventh a�earance on Taco Be�’s menu, and it’s 

available a la carte for $1.39 and in a $5 box featured 

alongside a B�fy 5-Layer Bu�ito, a Crunchy Taco and a 

medium fountain drink at participating locations.*

Nacho Fries are also available in the new Loaded Taco style 

available for a limited time - smothered in a layer of warm 

nacho ch�se sauce, reduced fat sour cream and savory 

seasoned b�f. In the past, Nacho Fries have b�n reimagined 

multiple times with delicious i�ovations like Steak 

Ra�lesnake Fries, Reaper Ranch Fries and Bu�alo Chicken 

Nacho Fries. #upgrade

 
*At participating US Locations for a limited time only. Contact local store 

for price and participation, which vary. Price excludes tax.

‘



THOSE WERE BE�ER TIMES.

Come on, 

the others 

are waiting 

for us.

We couldn’t have known…

Before the fifth a�ack.



Something’s 

coming, 

suit 

up.

What’s up?

But nothing prepared us 

for what was Coming.

We spent our whole lives defending 

Nacho Fries and Earth’s Mexican spices.



This is fry force rei online!





FRY FORCE GO!



“Nacho 
Fries 

are back 
for $1.39 

or $5
with the 
box deal.”

“Now 

in a 

Loaded 

Taco 

style.”

(Rising Water)

(RUMBLE)



(�ah!) 



Those 
Nacho 
Fries 

aren’t 
fr�, 
pal!

Not so 
fast!

(CRASH)



You 
l�king 

for 
something 

with a 
li�le 
kick?



It’s 
time 
to 

dunk 
him.

It’s… 
some kind 
of portal.

Rei, 
watch 
out!



Kosuke! 

No!

(YE�)



It’s b�n more than a year.

(b�ping sound)



Kosuke…

But Nacho Fries have returned.

(b�ping sound)



And so have the things that t�k my brother.

(b�ping sound)



"Fry 
Force 
Rei, 

online."

To be continued, 

July 22Nd





You’re reading in the 
wrong direction!

It’s true, you’re starting at 

the end of the comic. In 

k�ping with traditional 

japanese forma�ing, FRY 

FORCE is meant to be read 

from right to left, starting 

in the u�er right corner.

So start on the other side, 

and rest a�ured, there’s no 

wrong way to eat Nacho Fries.
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